State of Built Heritage of India [SoBHI]

Landscape Architecture in India: Monographs Series [July]
Presented at 16th Annual General Meeting ISOLA Landscape Legacies [September]
In Panel Discussion during ISOLA EB event on Landscape Research [November]

LA65 [February]
LA66 [April]
LA67 [August]
LA68 [November]

Grove: Landscape Learning
Landscape Architecture: Orientation [Unit 1]
[Cycle 1 - 03 July 2021 - 01 August 2021]
[Cycle 2 - 02 September 2021 - 01 October 2021]

[Cycle 1 - 25 November 2021 - 24 December 2021]

TOPOS 116
Water - Science, Design and Sustainability

Holistic plan for the rejuvenation and renewal of Mohali, Sas Nagar – Pocket E [February]

Proposed Armor Nature Park of Iran
Context & Preliminary Design Thinking [August]

Studio Earth registered in Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises [October]

Tanu at Anant University, Ahmedabad in B. Design Program

TRAVEL
Ahmedabad
Ludhiana
Mandi
Mohali
COMMUNICATION DESIGN

A Momentous Journey through Architectural Heritage [February]

Conservation Procedures Based On Hands-On Sessions

Bangalore as it was The Grand City of Karnataka

Resoul Booklet

Resoul Flyer

RESEARCH & PUBLICATIONS

Landscape Architecture in India: Monographs Series [July]
Presented at 16th Annual General Meeting ISOLA Landscape Legacies [September]

Ecological Mapping of the city of Dehradun Small Grant Program, 2020: World Wide Fund [November]
A comprehensive document points out to various directions of conservation and preservation of national resources, development and retrofitting while engaging with these resources in a sustainable manner, as a part section of City’s Master Plan.

Noon [October]
LA TIMES 2019

COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Conference stationary and banners [January]

RESEARCH & PUBLICATIONS

LA57 (March)
LA58 (July)
LA59 (November)

Ecological Mapping of the city of Kolkata
Funded by Stitching DAIDA Foundation

Ecological Mapping of the city of Raleigh

TRAVEL
Kochi
Kolkata
Tijara, Rajasthan
USA
COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Technical Updates
[4 Issues]

LFI Competition [October]

RESEARCH & PUBLICATIONS

LA54 [April]
LA55 [August]
LA56 [December]

Ecological Mapping of the city of Pune
Supported by EON Kharadi Infrastructure Pvt Ltd.,
Ecogreen Landscape Technologies ELT, Bitwise Solutions Pvt Ltd.,
Vruksha Landscapes, Achyut Watve and Vikas Shantilal Bhandari.

Ecological Mapping of the city of Bengaluru
Supported by Rohini Nilekani Philanthropies and
Mazumdar Shaw Philanthropy

PRACTICE

SVP Industries, Mansurpur

TRAVEL
Bhopal
Indore
COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Conference stationary and banners

Technical Updates [4 Issues]

Tracing Narratives, a travelling exhibition conceptualized by LEAF, Ahmedabad

RESEARCH & PUBLICATIONS

LA50 (January) | LA51 (May)
LA52 (September) | LA53 (January 2018)

Ecological Mapping of the city of Delhi
The research has been made possible through crowd funding (milaap.org) and with generous support of many friends.

PRESENTED AT
Janki Devi Memorial College, New Delhi [February]
Department of History and Culture, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi [September]
Aayojan School of Architecture, Jaipur [October]
Ambedkar University, New Delhi [October]
Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage INTACH, New Delhi
Nirmal Bhartia School, New Delhi
Nort Carolina University, USA [September, 2018]

PRACTICE

Public Park, Vinod Nagar, Delhi

Satguru Ram Singh Museum, Bhaini Saheb, Ludhiana

Rajghat, New Delhi [Documentation]

TRAVEL

Oman